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Executive Summary 

This report is one result from a study designed to identify and assess options for small-

holder production, processing and access to markets for cashew and other cash crops. 

While focus is given to cashew, additional cash crops are considered that can complement 

cashew and increase program efficiency. The target area for the study covered the districts 

of Funhalouro, Guvuro, Inhassoro, Vilankulo and Mabote. It is intended that the feasibility 

study will lead into the development of a complementary program or component to the CIDA-

funded SEED project implemented by CARE 

The feasibility study was performed by an international and national consultant in late 

February and early March 2009. The consultants observed markets in Maputo and 

Inhambane province and performed a range of key informant and in depth interviews, focus 

group discussions and stakeholder meetings.  

Study results estimate that a total of 655 MT of RCN was traded and transported out of the 
target area to Raw Cashew Nut (RCN) exporters (approx 55%) and processors (approx 
45%) in the 2008 to 2009 season. Approximately 75% of this RCN was transported south to 
Gaza and Maputo. The remaining 25% travelled north to Nampula. In addition, the study 
estimates that 16MT of processed cashew was sold at roadsides and in towns within the 
targeted districts. 
 
International markets for cashew are declining in volume and value due to the current global 

economic crisis. The study finds that international prices for cashew have fallen by 20% in 

2009 and are expected to fall a further 20%. The main regional market for Mozambican 

cashew is South Africa. This market is also expected to decline due to the global economic 

situation. The domestic market for cashew appears as more robust. Uncertainty exists 

concerning the potential impact of the global economic slowdown on Mozambique. However, 

business confidence expressed during this study was stronger with regard to the local, 

compared to the international market.  

The value chain for cashew begins with producers who can either sell RCN to small scale 

traders in local trading centres or take RCN to district towns and sell to stores connected to 

large scale traders. Small scale traders buy enough cashew to fill a small truck (approx 1 

MT) and then transport to the same shops linked to large scale traders. Small scale traders 

make gross margins of around 22% on RCN. Large scale trader representatives aggregate 

sufficient RCN to fill a large truck (15 to 32 MT). When sufficient quantity has been bought, a 

telephone call is made to the city based large scale trader and transport is arranged. Large 

scale traders transport RCN for export or to processing sites in Mozambique. It is estimated 

that these traders make gross margins of approximately 34%. Their extensive trade 

networks allow them to minimise transport costs. The current cashew value chain, especially 

at the local level, allows vulnerable people to quickly and easily sell cashew and receive 

immediate payment. In addition, buyers and sellers have low transaction (search, monitoring 

and enforcement) costs as both parties know the market mechanism and product quality. 

International prices for cashew have risen over the last four years but are expected to fall in 
the 2009 to 2010 season. Cashew prices in Mozambique exhibit a typical seasonal pattern. 
Prices are lowest at harvest and then rise as the season ends from January through to April. 
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Farmers in Funhalouro were found to be storing RCN in anticipation of future higher prices. 
No buyers were currently paying a premium price for better quality RCN. Madecaju, a 
processor in Gaza is willing to discuss details of price premium as was Into Africa a trader 
with a closed processing unit in South Inhambane.  
 
Production of cashew in target districts is estimated to have been around 2,500 MT of RCN 

in the 2008 to 2009 season. Major production areas are Funhalouro (1,000 to 1,500 MT) and 

Mabote (<1,000 MT). Production in the 2008 to 2009 season was disappointingly low due to 

unfavourable weather conditions, aging trees and ineffective maintenance (spraying and 

pruning). However, an important strength offered by cashew subsector is its significant 

production potential in semi arid areas. In addition, production in Mabote and Funhalouro 

generally benefits from a favourable climate, giving better quality nuts due to the lower 

incidence of Powdery Mildew Disease (PMD). 

Cashew is commonly grown by the vulnerable and is an important food security crop for the 
poor. Most small scale farmers were found not to sell cashew. While this is partly due to 
limited access to markets, farmers, especially female farmers value cashew as a food 
source. Importantly, cashew nuts become available in the hunger period from November to 
January. Cashew is ground and then mixed with available leaves and vegetable before 
being eaten. It therefore acts as staple replacement as opposed to a ‘snack’. Women have a 
large role in collection, consumption, home based processing and sale of processed cashew 
on local markets. Men have greater control in the value chain for RCN. Government 
extension services were typically focused on the larger scale grower who received trees, 
spray services and advice. Given this focus, the small scale farmer is more likely to produce 
organic cashew. 
 
The cashew sector faces a number of challenges due to disorganised and random planting, 
mixing old and new trees that increase costs of tree maintenance and harvest collection. Old 
trees produce low yields. Insufficient volumes of cashew exist to attract large scale traders to 
Govuro, Inhassoro and Vilankulo. Long distances to markets and poor road conditions lead 
to high transport costs from Mabote and Funhalouro. In addition, cashew farmers are 
subsistence orientated and are either not commercially oriented or sceptical about 
commercialisation due to previous disappointments.  
 
To support the cashew sector three main options were selected during the studies feedback 
workshop for further analysis and proposal generation. 
 
1 Linking Farmers to Markets: This option envisages farmers aggregating product 
locally and arranging their own transport to buyers. Different options exist regarding where to 
sell aggregated RCN. Initial analysis suggests that better margins exist for farmers if they 
target markets by the side of tarmac roads or in Maputo.  
 
2 Address Production: Options to address production include exploring potential for (i) 
local level nurseries; (ii) how to modify the current spraying system and (iii) what is the 
potential for intercropping with sesame. It is also important to determine what incentives 
exist for farmers to maintain new trees. Initial review of this latter question suggests regular 
extension visits and intercropping with sesame and ground nuts may improve new tree care.  
 
3 Attract a Local Processor to Invest in either Funhalouro or Mabote: Next steps are to 
contact potential investors to assess their interest in this idea. Polycaju would be a starting 
point as they expressed interest in opening a 30 to 50 MT processing unit. 
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1 Introduction 
This report results from a study designed to identify and assess options for small-holder 

production, processing and access to markets of cashew and other cash crops for potential 

investment by Irish Aid. While focus is given to cashew, other crops considered are those 

already being produced at a local level and which could potentially expand significantly with 

appropriate technical assistance. 

The feasibility study is considered to be the first phase of a program intended to increase 

farmer income through greater production and marketing of local products. The feasibility 

study will lead into the development of a complementary program or component to the CIDA-

funded SEED project implemented by CARE aimed at increasing income of local farms in 

Northern Inhambane. 

2 Methodology 
The feasibility study was performed by an international and a national consultant in late 
February and early March 2009.  

 
The objectives of the study were to: 

 
I. Determine the feasibility and options for interventions to support pro-poor growth in the 

cashew sub-sector and identify 1-2 other potential sub-sectors for interventions in 
Northern Inhambane (including Funhaloro district).  

II. Identify key issues and a methodology to ensure the inclusion of vulnerable 
households, including female headed households and people living with HIV/AIDS 

 
A full Terms of Reference can be found in Annex 1. Terms of Reference  

 
The consultants observed markets in Maputo and Inhambane and performed a range of key 
informant and in depth interviews, focus group discussions and stakeholder meetings. 
Interviews and meetings were held with farmers and traders at all levels of the domestic 
value chain, District Directors of Agriculture, government representatives in Ministries of 
Commerce and Industry and INCAJU and relevant NGO’s and donors. Further details can 
be found in belowAnnex 2. Fieldwork Record and Annex 3. List of Key Stakeholders 
and Interviewees.    
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3 Market Research Results  

3.1 Markets for Cashew Produced in Northern Inhambane 

3.1.1 Quantity and Quality Traded  

 
Quantity Traded 
 
The quantity of RCN traded in North Inhambane is estimated to have been approximately 
655 MT in the 2008 / 09 season (Table 1). Cashew yields in the 2008 / 09 season were 

particularly low. Traders and farmers report unfavourable climate as having reduced yields. 
Ageing tree populations and low husbandry levels (spraying and pruning) also contributed to 
declining yields.  
 
Data presented in Table 1 shows that Funhalouro district traded most RCN followed by 

Mabote. These western districts have a drier climate favouring cashew production and 
sufficient volumes available to attract large scale buyers1. Large scale traders were not 
found to buy cashew in Inhassoro, Guvuro and Vilankulo because insufficient volumes exist. 
Interviewees report that small quantities (less than 5 MT) of RCN are transported from the 
west of Inhassoro district to Mabote and sold to traders. 
 
Table 1: Estimated Sales of Cashew by District 2008 to 2009 Season (MT) 

District RCN MT Locally Processed Cashew MT 

Funhalouro 400 2 

Mabote 200 2 

Vilankulo 45 5 

Inhassoro 5 5 

Guvuro 5 2 

Total 655 16 
Source: Authors estimates based on study findings 

RCN trade in Inhassoro, Guvuro and Vilankulo is based farmers transporting product to 
roadside locations such as Pambara. RCN is either sold in Pambara or transport arranged to 
Maputo or Nampula. In these eastern districts, small scale processing with sale at roadsides, 
markets in trading centres and towns is also performed. Tourism in Vilankulo and Inhassoro 
provides additional demand for cashew attracting small scale sellers. Fieldwork results 
suggest farmers are storing cashew until the June to August period when tourism peaks in 
Vilankulo. Small scale processing is done by women heating RCN on tin sheets over open 
fires until the nuts start to burn. When the nuts are alight they are thrown onto surrounding 
ground and the fire extinguished. Nuts are then cracked using a stick and the kernel 
extracted. The testa may be fully or partly removed and the kernel is packed in small bags of 
approximately 100g or sold by the cup full for around 10 MZM (US$ 0.35). Quality of 
‘roadside’ nuts in Northern Inhambane is lower than that found in open markets in Maputo.    
 

                                                           
1
 Large scale buyers are those using large trucks and buying more than ten metric tonnes of cashew and selling 

cashew outside of Northern Inhambane.  
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Quality 

No incentives were found for farmers to improve quality. Market traders within Northern 

Inhambane were not willing to pay extra for better quality RNC. Similar farmers selling to 

local markets or transporting their produce to Maputo themselves did not receive higher 

payment for better quality. Technoserve research suggests that farmers should benefit from 

an 18% increase in price if quality can be improved to allow an increase in outturn from 

44lbs to 52lbs2. Any price differential is currently not being transferred to farmers. 

Most traders interviewed as part of this study were unwilling to pay a price premium for 
better quality RCN. Data presented in Table 2 shows trader and processor responses when 

asked if they would be willing to pay a higher price for a better quality RCN product. 
 
Table 2: Responses of Cashew Buyers Regarding Paying Extra for Better Quality RCN 

Cashew Buyers Unwilling to Pay Extra for 
Better Quality RCN 

Other responses 

OLAM (Processor / Exporter) Madecaju (Processor in Gaza) – willing to 
discuss details  

Polycaju (Processor - Maputo) Into Africa (Trader with closed processing 
unit in South Inhambane) – yes 

MCM IDA (Processor - Gaza)  

Anacardia (Closed processor in 
Murrumbene) – reduced price if trash >5% 

 

Jatin Modi (RCN Exporter)  

Small scale traders – no one currently pays a 
price premium. 

 

Source: Study Findings 

While quality is seen as attracting a price premium in developed country markets, export 
traders (i.e. OLAM) are not willing to pay a price premium for quality. OLAM suggest they 
can sort and grade cashews most effectively themselves. Similarly Polycaju, processing for 
the local market do not require a graded or sorted product suggesting they can do this 
themselves and find a market for the different grades and sorted products. Madecaju said 
they would be willing to discuss the details of differential pricing based on quality. In addition, 
Into Africa also expressed interest. Into Africa have a closed processing site in Southern 
Inhambane. Key informants report that this unit was closed because salary scales paid to 
workers broke Mozambican labour laws.  
 
Local markets were generally not seen as paying a quality premium. Two exceptions were 
suggested as hotels in Vilankulo and Cabocaju3 in Cabo Delgado province. 

3.1.2 Different Market Segments 

Raw Cashew Nut and Home Processing 

Most farmers producing cashew in Northern Inhambane have two different markets outlets. 

These are the RCN market or the option to process nuts at home and sell locally. RCN 

                                                           
2
 Technoserve, Cashew Quality Initiative, Nampula, June 2006 page 3 

3
 Cabocaju is a small scale processor managed by a Swiss expatriate and has been supported by Technoserve   
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traded in Northern Inhambane can either be processed in Mozambique or exported to India. 

Most RCN processed in Mozambique is exported to Europe, USA or South Africa. INCAJU 

suggests a slightly larger proportion of RCN is exported as opposed to being processed 

internally (approximately a 55:45 ratio)4. Survey results suggest a fluid situation where 

traders sell amongst themselves and can either process locally or export RCN depending on 

their current requirements.      

Cashew Oil 
 
No evidence of cashew oil processing was found in Northern Inhambane. To produce 
cashew oil a minimum of 1,500 MT RCN per year is required5. 
 
Juice 
 
A small local market for cashew juice exists when fruit are available. A local trader in Guvuro 
situated next to the main road reported selling 300 litres of cashew juice in December 2008. 
Perishability means that cashew juice has to be consumed within 24 hours of production. 
 
A small quantity of imported cashew juice was found in a Maputo wholesaler that had come 
from Brazil. This product was also found for sale in a service station in Masinga.  
 
The Women’s Association in Mabote is piloting production of cashew juice sold in glass 
bottles of approximately 33ml for 150 met. While the product was in store, no sales had been 
recorded.     
 
Alcohol 

Cashew is used to brew alcohol. This alcohol is used to pay farm labour. The Women’s 

Association in Mabote6 had samples of a cashew gin. The association had no evidence of 

successful gin sales and said the product was for display only.  

3.2 Current Situation and Trends in Local, Regional and International 

Markets  

International 

Market share and volumes for Mozambique’s exports of cashew kernels is presented in 
Table 3.  

 
International markets are declining in volume and value as the global economic crisis 

unfolds. Interviews with international traders highlighted a recent decline in the world market 

price for cashew as a result of the global economic slowdown. OLAM quoted cashew prices 

as having fallen from US$900/MT to US$775/MT in early 2009, and expecting prices to 

reach US$650 MT by April 2009. These figures suggest cashew prices as falling back to 

                                                           
4 República De Moçambique Ministério Da Agricultura O Subsector do Caju: 2000 – 2007 Page 12 

5
 Technoserve 

6
 Associacao Mulher de Mabote em Desenvolvimento 
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2003/4 levels. Technoserve pointed to a recent 20% fall in the price of cashew. Both OLAM 

and Casa Modi reported global cashew markets as rapidly declining. This included EU, USA 

and Indian markets. The South African market was also expected to follow the downward 

trend.  

Table 3: Mozambique's export markets for cashew kernels in 2005  

Export Market MT 
Netherlands  560 (60%) 
South Africa 168 (18%) 
United States 87 (11%) 
UK  16 (2%) 
Other 79 (9%) 
Total 910 
Source: Technoserve, Developing a Strategy for Southern Mozambique’s Cashew Industry, Inhambane, August 2008 

 
Field level interviews found domestic RCN prices have significantly risen since January 

2009. This is surprising given global markets,  but can be explained by two factors. The low 

level of Mozambique RCN production in the 2008 / 09 season has left domestic processors 

short of stock. These buyers are now trying to secure enough RCN to keep running until the 

next domestic harvest begins. Secondly, OLAM and Casa Modi suggest Indian buyers are 

defaulting on forward contracts if delivery is late. As global prices are falling, Indian buyer 

shortfalls can be made up from other sources at lower prices. Polycaju further confirmed that 

India buyers are stopping purchases. This means that Mozambican based RCN exporters 

have to meet forward contracts on time, with any delay resulting in a contract cancellation. 

Hence, RCN exporters are currently offering higher prices to attract cashew. Once existing 

forward contracts have been completed, domestic RCN prices are expected to fall.   

Regional 

Regional trade is made up of an informal border trade and container based trade with South 

Africa. Informal border trade is with tourists and travellers buying cashew from roadsides and 

markets and carrying it across borders. Polycaju feel that a significant amount of their 

packaged nuts cross borders carried by tourists. A hotelier in Inhambane felt Xai Xai offered 

the best roadside cashew and advised his guests to buy there. 

Key informants suggest that the South Africa market is compromised by the rand’s 

devaluation against the Meticais, making Mozambique cashew more expensive for South 

African buyers. 

Domestic 

The domestic market for cashew appears as relatively robust. INCAJU report growing 
numbers of roadside sellers. Polycaju (also called Universal Commercial) are interested in 
re-entering processing on a small scale (30 to 50 MT / year) to produce for the local tourist 
market. Their processing site would be in Maputo. Maputo is favoured due to lower energy, 
packaging and transport costs. Sale would be targeted at markets in major cities. Polycaju 
see potential for regional tourists and travellers at local markets and the road side. Key 
informants suggest that Mozambique has a growing middle class able to buy cashew. 
Ministry of Commerce representatives felt twenty percent of the population could afford to 
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buy cashew. Taurus supermarket in Inhambane reported increasing numbers of middle 
income Mozambican customers. While the potential impact of the global economic slowdown 
on Mozambique is not know, business confidence as expressed during this study was 
stronger with regard to the local as opposed to the international market.     

3.3 Number, Type and Demand from Different Traders and Levels of 

Competition 

Raw cashew nut traders are primarily found in Mabote and Funhalouro districts within North 
Inhambane. Trade starts at a local trading centre level where farmers can sell RCN. In these 
centres one to four traders can usually be found willing to buy RCN during the period of 
October to March. These traders are small scale shop keepers also selling food stuffs and 
dried goods. They have safe storage facilities, mobile phones, access to funding and are 
connected to larger buyers in district capitals and larger towns. Competition between these 
traders is moderate, more than one buyer exists but all traders offer similar price and terms. 
Demand from these traders is driven by the national situation. Currently demand is high, 
driven by processors and RCN exporters. 
 
The next level of traders is found in the main towns of Mabote. Funhalouro and Tome. Here 
store keepers linked to large buyers buy RCN. Three to four buyers were found in 
Funhalouro and Mabote, although numbers vary depending on supply and demand 
conditions. Storekeepers have basic secure storage facilities and a set of scales. Store 
keepers are connected to at least one main buyer in Maputo, Gaza and/or Nampula. Main 
buyers may send someone to manage RCN purchases at the storekeeper’s premises or the 
storekeeper can manage the buying process. The main buyer will send sufficient funds to 
buy enough RCN to fill a lorry of 15 to 30 MT. Farmers and small scale traders will bring 
RCN to these stores, weight product and receive immediate payment. When sufficient RCN 
has been acquired to fill a truck the main buyer is contacted and the truck sent. Stores 
usually deal in a range of commodities, foods and dried goods. Competition between stores 
is moderate as similar prices are offered and no one offers a significantly different service or 
actively seeks to attract sellers. 
 
Finally ten to fifteen main traders operate at a national level. Traders are based in Maputo, 
Gaza and Nampula. Main companies are OLAM, Casa Modi and MCM lda. These 
businesses are either cashew processors, RCN exporters or a mixture of both. Trade may 
also be in other commodities and senior management is commonly of Indian origin. These 
traders have expansive trade networks regionally and globally. Demand from these 
companies is currently high. Casa Modi had forward contracts with Indian buyers that 
needed to be filled on time or contracts would be lost. Viable processors are also seeking to 
secure RCN stock after low domestic harvests. All domestic processors in Southern 
Inhambane province have now closed due to a range of financial and labour law related 
issues. If these issues can be resolved, processing in Inhambane may begin again, 
increasing local demand for RCN. No large scale processors were found in Northern 
Inhambane. Competition between main cashew buyers is mixed. Traders can collaborate 
and help each other. One trader may help another fill an order, take excess stock or share a 
container. Competition also exists as one main buyer was reported as trying to buy another 
buyers district level stock.    
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3.4 Main Trade Routes with Estimated Quantities  

The main trade routes from Northern Inhambane follow the main highway south to Maputo 

and north to Nampula. Trade routes start in Mabote and Funhalouro. Figure 1 shows trade 

routes from Mabote and Figure 2 presents trade flows from Funhalouro.  

Figure 1: Trade Routes from Mabote 

 

Source: Study findings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Trade routes from Funhalouro 
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Source: Study findings 

3.5 Description of the Value Chain, Prices and Gross Margins at each 

Level 

3.5.1 Value Chain and Gross Margins 

A diagram of the value chain for cashew in North Inhambane is presented in Figure 3.  

Contract Sprayers 

INCAJU supports a number of contract sprayers7 whose role is to spray trees, primarily for 

Powdery Mildew Disease. Contractors should spray trees up to four times8 at regular twenty 

one day intervals to effectively lower disease levels. INCAJU supplies the chemicals9 and 

farmers are charged a fee of approximately 23 met.  

                                                           
7
 Approximately 8 to 10 per district 

8
 Depending on weather conditions, in dry weather only three sprays may be necessary. 

9
 Fortis K 5% EC, Voltraid 25% EC and Volcano Richter 5% SC 
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Farmers regularly complained that spraying was ineffective; additional yield was reported to 

be less that the cost of spraying. Unexpectedly high fuel costs, availability of chemicals, 

traditional cultural practices (i.e. people not working for a long period when there is a death 

in the community) and insufficient numbers of sprayers have been blamed for causing 

losses. 

Producers 

Cashew is harvested by farmers gathering fallen RCN from under trees. Farmers can then 

either (i) consume the cashew; (ii) sell or barter cashew at trading centres or towns or (iii) 

process the RCN themselves and sell at roadsides or open markets. One large scale farmer 

in Funhalouro transported RCN to Maputo and sold on open markets in the capital. It is 

estimated he transported 5 MT in the 2008/09 season. This farmer had sufficient 

connections to truck drivers to allow him to do this. He had also purchased a licence for 250 

met from the district government giving him permission to transport cashew.   

Figure 3: Value Chain for Cashew 

 
Source: Survey findings 

 
Small Scale Processing 
 
Small scale cashew processing is common in much of North Inhambane. Female farmers in 
Lolonga, Guvuro district engage in roasting cashew at home. Packing is in plastic bags and 
processed nuts are transported and sold in Pambara (sale price US$ 4 to US$ 6 per kg) and 
Vilankulo (US$ 6 to US$ 8 per kg). The estimated gross margin for this activity is presented 
in Table 4. Date presented in Table 4 shows that transport costs have a significant impact on 

profitability.   
 
The quality of local processing in North Inhambane was lower than that found in Maputo. 

Maputo open market cashew was generally found to be larger, with less broken nuts and 
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had all of the testa removed.  Key informants also suggested Maputo based buyers organise 

roasting of cashew in Funhalouro during harvest periods. This roasted nut is then sold on 

Maputo markets. Roasting is done in Funhalouro to lower transport volumes and avoid taxes 

at road check points. 

Table 4: Gross Margin for Home Processing and Sale at Roadside ()  

 Home Processing (based on Lolonga processing and sale in Pambara) Met / Kg Met / Kg % 

Sales 
 

100 
 

    Variable Cost 
   RCN (3.5 kg at 6 met / kg) 20 

 
20% 

Transport (assuming 5kg sold per trip at 160/trip) 32 
 

32% 

Plastic bags and cooking costs 2.5   3% 

  
54.5 

 

    Gross Margin   45.5 46% 

Source: Survey findings 

Women’s Association in Mabote (Associacao Mulher de Mabote em Desenvolvimento) 

The Women’s Association in Mabote is a complex organisation of three women’s groups and 

has a small membership, estimated at below thirty women. Dissatisfaction with reward 

payments had led to a recent fall in membership. Situated in Mabote town the association 

has processed and packed small quantities of cashew nuts, juice and alcohol. The 

association sell jars of processed cashew to tourist outlets and shops in Vilankulo. 

Management of the groups is reported as weak and it was not clear what the associations 

were doing or planning to do.  

Small Scale Collector 

Table 5: Gross Margin for Small Scale Trader / RCN Collector 

Small Scale Trader (based on Maurnica 20 km from Funhalouro) Met / Kg Met / Kg % 

Sales (7 Met / Kg) 
 

7 
 

    Variable Costs 
   RCN Purchase Price (4 Met / Kg) 4 

 
57% 

Transport (1000 Met to rent a 1MT truck with 300 met for fuel) 1.3 
 

23% 

Interest (20% for 1 month) 0.07 
 

1% 

Labour (2 men x 50 met) 0.1   1% 

  
5.47 78% 

    Gross Margin   1.53 22% 
Source: Study findings 
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Small scale RCN collectors are traders based in village level trading centres. These traders 

buy RCN from farmers and pay cash immediately. RCN may also be bartered for other 

goods sold at the traders shop. These traders aggregate enough cashew to fill a small truck. 

When they have sufficient volumes they transport the RCN to Mabote, Tome or Funhalouro 

towns and sell to large scale traders. An estimated gross margin for these traders is 

presented in Table 5. As with local processing, transport forms a significant proportion of 

variable costs.   

Large Scale Traders   

Main large scale traders include OLAM, Casa Modi and MCM Ida. These buyers have 

employees or representatives located in shops in the main towns of Mabote, Tome and 

Funhalouro. At these shop fronts farmers or small scale traders bring RCN, have it weighted 

and receive immediate payment. When sufficient volumes have been purchased, the 

representative calls the large scale trader and a truck of 15 to 32 MT is sent. RCN is then 

transported either to medium to large scale processing sites or ports for export to India. No 

medium to large scale processing is currently done in Inhambane province. An estimated 

gross margin for large scale traders is presented in Table 6.   

Table 6: Gross Margin for Large Scale Traders 

 Large Scale Trader Transporter buying 15MT in Funhalouro Selling in 
Gaza Met / Kg 

Met / 
Kg % 

Sale 
 

13.5 
 

    Variable Costs 
   Purchase Price 7 

 
52% 

Transport (based on 1.25 Met per MT per km) 0.73 
 

5% 

Labour (8 men x 2 (load / unload) x 5o mx plus 3000 mx for storekeeper 0.25 
 

2% 

Finance (20% for 4 months) 0.47 
 

3% 

Road Taxes (0.05 met) and Loss during Transport (5% of cost) 0.4   3% 

  
8.9 66% 

    Gross Margin    4.6 34% 

Source: Study findings 

 
Date presented in Table 6 shows that large scale traders main cost is purchase of the RCN. 

These traders ability to lower transport costs by minimising the distance that trucks travel 
empty is a major strength of their business model.  

3.5.2 Prices of Cashew 

World market prices for cashew are presented in Figure 4. Date presented in Figure 4 show 

prices rising since a low reached in 2003 to 2004. The global financial crisis is already 
having an impact on global prices. Technoserve and OLAM report a recent 20% fall in prices 
and traders expect a further 20% fall by April 2009. Declining international demand and 
increasing seasonal supply from West Africa are causing the price fall. 
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Figure 4: World Market Prices for Raw Cashew Nut (US$ / MT) 

 
Source: 2000 to 2007 based on INCAJU data. 2007 to 2009 are authors estimates based on survey results. 

 
Technoserve report that the average India kernel price in 2008 for W320 was $6.40/kg 
which, translates into $1.29 per kg raw nuts processed. Assuming a factory has the same 
mix of grades as processors in Mozambique, average kernel price is about 86% W320 price 
= $1.11 per kg raw nuts processed. For processors in Mozambique, raw material costs are 
around 60% revenues; if the same is true for Indian factories, the price they would have 
been able to able to pay for raw material in 2008 is $0.66/kg. If you assume that because of 
India’s labour advantage, raw material costs around 70% revenues, the price they could pay 
for raw material is $0.77kg. The price paid in Mozambique is substantially lower than the 
global average because of the relatively low outturn here compared to other countries10. 
 
Key informants report that local market prices show a regular seasonal pattern. This pattern 
is presented in Figure 5. Data presented in Figure 5 shows RCN prices falling as harvest 

commences. Prices typically rise in February to April as local supplies decline. Market 
observers report that the typical seasonal price rise seen in February to March has been 
higher than usual in 2009. This is due to reduced production of cashew.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
10

 M Rose, Technoserve via e-mail 
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Figure 5: Seasonal Local Prices (based on large scale trader buying prices in N. Inhambane (Met / Kg)) 

 
Source: Authors estimates based on survey results. 

 
Cashew is generally unavailable between the end of April and September / October and 
RCN trade ceases. However, fieldwork in Vilankulo suggests farmers increasingly storing 
RCN until the June to September tourist season. Farmers are then processing cashew 
themselves and selling on local markets to holiday makers. 

3.5 Fair trade and Organic Product Markets 

Organic 

Some farmers interviewed during fieldwork said they did not apply chemical sprays to their 
trees. No farmers were found to use inorganic fertilisers in cashew production. Spraying is 
more common on younger trees where a better yield response to chemical application is 
expected. Farmers not using chemical sprays in were most commonly found in Mabote and 
Funhalouro districts. In Xicaing village, Mabote district farmers reported little spraying of 
trees. Spraying had been tried but disagreements with spray contractors had led to 
applications halting. In Funhalouro district, newly established communities were found 
approximately 20 km from Funalouro on the main route east, where young trees 
(approximately 7 to 10 years old) were estimated to be producing 5 kg / year of cashew 
without chemical inputs. These communities were not connected to spray contractors and 
were growing cashew on newly opened land close to their houses, with no old cashew trees 
present. Interviewees in these communities reported that all their cashew production was 
consumed during the hunger period as opposed to being sold.   
    
INCAJU report the Swiss NGO Helvetas as having piloting organic production in the north 
(Carlo Delugo) of Mozambique. INCAJU report that the pilot failed after two years due to 
high incidence of PMD (Powdery Mildew Disease). This studies fieldwork in Funhalouro 
district suggests that organic production is possible. Similarly in Mabote district, fieldwork 
supports observations in secondary data that organic production maybe more feasible in the 
semi arid areas of western Inhambane due to lower incidence of PMD.   
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Fair Trade 

No Fair trade based initiatives were found in Inhambane as part of this study. SNV report 
that Fair-trade based cashew interventions are on-going in Nampula province. SNV report 
that 200 MT per year of Fair trade RCN is supplied from Nampula. The SNV value chain 
advisor estimates that Fair-trade cashew attracts a 30 to 40% price premium over non Fair 
trade cashew. In Nampula an organisation called ICURU supplies Fair trade cashew to 
European buyers that include a company called Twin Trading. A further company called 
Global Trading assists with Fair-trade certification. 
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4 Production 

4.1 Levels and Trends in Cashew Production 

 
Cashew production in Northern Inhambane (and Mozambique) is declining. Tree populations 
are ageing and replanting initiatives are failing to replace production. Low production found 
at the district level confirms OLAM and other trader’s view of low harvest levels in 2008 / 09. 
OLAM felt national production was 35,000 MT RCN in the 2008/9 season. 
 
Table 7: RCN Production in North Inhambane (2008 to 2009 harvest) 

District Estimated Amount Produced 
(RCN MT) 

Comment 

Guvuro 70 Low production as cashew not 
previously seen as a priority  

Inhassoro 100 Low production as cashew not 
seen as a priority 

Mabote <1,000 High proportion of old trees 
giving low production per tree. 

Funhalouro 1,000 to 1,500 Higher proportion of young 
healthy trees giving better 
production per tree.   

Vilankulo 200 Low production as cashew not 
seen as a priority 

Source: Study findings 

District Agricultural Officers with INCAJU have been planting new cashew trees. Quantities 

of trees distributed are presented in Table 8. District Directors for Agriculture (DDA’s) report 

that trees are distributed to schools and selected farmers. Farmers who received trees and 

were visited during fieldwork tended to be larger scale growers.  

Table 8: District Tree Distributions  

District No of Trees Distributed 

Mabote 30,000 since 2000 

Guvuro 19,000 since 2003 

Inhassoro 10,000 since 2006 

Funhalouro Sapling production and grafting started in 2008 

Vilankulo 17,000 since 2007 
Source: District Directors of Agriculture 

  
District Agricultural Offices with INCAJU are also supporting spraying of cashew trees 
against PMD. Spraying is seen at critical to increase yields per tree. To do this community 
level contractors are trained and equipped by INCAJU to spray trees. Farmers are usually 
charged 23 Met per tree per season. Results from spraying have been mixed. Spraying must 
be performed four times at regular twenty one day intervals. Unexpectedly high fuel costs, 
availability of chemicals, traditional cultural practices (not working for a long period when 
there is a death in the community) and insufficient numbers of sprayers have been blamed 
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for infrequent and inadequate spraying. As a result additional yields have failed to cover 
spraying costs in many locations, disappointing producers.  
 
Pruning is another activity promoted by INCAJU. While training courses have been held and 
knowledge appears to exist, implementation of actual pruning appeared as minimal. 

4.2 Description of Cashew Producers in Northern Inhambane 

 
Most cashew producers in Northern Inhambane have ten to twenty cashew trees located 
close to their house. Around these trees, food crops such as maize, groundnuts and cassava 
are grown. In western districts, finger millet and sorghum replace maize as water availability 
declines.  
 
Small scale farmers grow crops firstly for food security. Cashew appears as part of 
household strategy to secure sufficient food. Small scale farmers were regularly found not to 
sell cashew. These household either consumed or bartered cashew for essential 
commodities.  
 
Larger scale farmers were found with up to 1,000 trees. Farmers regularly said many of 
these trees were unproductive. However, farmers were also found who achieved over 15kg 
RCN per tree and were able to sell over two tonnes of own cashew. Large scale farmers had 
good connection to extension and spray services. One farmer was found in Funhalouro who 
transported his own cashew to Maputo. This farmer and another larger scale producer in 
Funhalouro, supplemented their own production by buying cashew from smaller scale 
neighbours. This combined amount was stored and sold to traders. Current income 
generating potential of these larger scale growers is favourable.       
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5 Vulnerability  
 
Cashew is commonly grown by the vulnerable. It appears that when houses are built on new 
land, one of the first things planted is cashew. Newly established households tend to have 
young cashew trees whereas established households have older trees.  
 
Cashew is an important food security crop for the poor. Most small scale farmers were found 
not to sell cashew. While this is partly due to limited access to markets, farmers, especially 
female farmers value cashew as a food source. Importantly, cashew nuts become available 
in the hunger period from November to January. Cashew is ground and then mixed with 
available leaves and vegetable before being eaten. It therefore acts as staple replacement 
as opposed to a ‘snack’.   
 
Women have a large role in collection, consumption and home based processing of cashew. 
Men have a greater role and control over the sale of RCN.  
 
Social organisation found in cashew growing communities tended to have one large farmer 
surrounded by approximately ten smaller scale growers. During fieldwork, small scale 
producers preferred interviews to be held with larger growers who also tended to be village 
leaders. Larger scale farmers were typically found growing 1 to 2 MT of RCN with around 10 
farmers producing 25 to 50 kg RCN surrounding them. Extension services were typically 
focused on the larger scale grower who received trees, spray services and advice. As 
extension services were generally focus on larger scale farmers, the poor are more likely to 
produce organic cashew. 
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6 Stakeholder Map for the Cashew Sector in Northern 

Inhambane 
A stakeholder map for the cashew sector in Northern Inhambane is presented in Figure 6. At 

the farmer level, the NGOs CARE and Freedom from Hunger are present. These NGOs do 
not currently work in the cashew sector.  
 
A project called INGC also works at a community level and is linked to GTZ. INGC is 
interested in cashew processing and GTZ previously supported the Women’s Association in 
Mabote which processes cashew.   
 
Figure 6: Stakeholder Map for the Cashew Sector in Northern Inhambane 

 
Source: Study findings 
Note: Freedom from Hunger is also known as German Agro Action 
 
INCAJU is the main government stakeholder in cashew. With extension workers placed in 
District Agricultural Offices, INCAJU aims at supporting cashew producers through tree 
distribution, support to tree spraying and advice on pruning. Three new chain saws were 
found at INCAJUs Maxixe office suggesting replacement of old trees maybe being 
considered. 
 
Higher up the value chain, Irish Aid supports Technoserve’s work with processors. 
Processors are private sector companies based outside of Northern Inhambane. Some of 
these companies also export RCN and trade product between themselves, in a mixture of 
collaboration and competition. They have strong cashew trade links in Funhalouro and 
Mobote districts. 
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At a national level the Ministry of Commerce and Industry along with the Ministry of 
Agriculture are stakeholders in the cashew sector. The Ministry of Commerce has an interest 
in cashew exports. Cashew is of relevance to broader policy as determined by the Ministry of 
Agriculture. 

7 Key Donor Interests in Northern Inhambane  
European Union 

The European Union is supporting a three year research focused project with INCAJU under 

STABEX funding. The project will seek to develop new varieties of cashew that are pest and 

disease resistant. The project has been delayed but is expected to begin in 2009.  

CIDA 

CIDA currently supports the CARE implemented SEED project. CIDA is interested in 

agricultural livelihood support particularly linked to decentralisation and good governance. 

CIDA would favour initiatives designed to co-ordinate and collaborate with district level 

funding from Central Government. Each district should receive US$ 300,000 per year from 

Central Government. Consultative Councils at a district level decide use of this money. CIDA 

is interested in linkage to the councils and improving governance in this area.   

GTZ 

GTZ are interested in agriculture in semi arid areas and water conservation. They also want 

to decrease the impact from natural disasters. As part of their agricultural initiatives they are 

interested in innovating with natural products, such as the processing of cashew to increase 

income. They are also interested in cashew conservation in jams and in drinks.  

INGC report a lot of disappointment in cashew with rainfall patterns reducing harvest 

quantities and suggested reviewing tree varieties and disease resistance (i.e. resistance to 

PMD). These key informants also reported community disappointment with previous cashew 

projects. 

Other sectors of interest include Amurula, Boabab, timber products and handicraft thought 

the INGC project.    

Irish Aid 

Irish Aid is interested in farmer income support and improving the business environment in 

Mozambique. Irish Aid has been supporting cashew through Technoserve at a SME level. 

The donor is now interested in addressing the farmer level and sees the market for cashew 

as crucial. Irish Aid has prioritised working in Northern Inhambane due to the level of poverty 

in the four districts along with the prevalence of HIV and natural disasters.  
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8 Additional Sub Sectors for Intervention with their 

Market Potential and Impact at Beneficiary Level 
Options for additional sub sector support are presented in Table 9. The options presented in 

Table 9 have not been ranked or prioritised. They are drawn from observations, ideas and 

suggestions from team members and interviewees. Only sub-sectors already present in 
North Inhambane have been presented.  
 
Table 9: Additional Sub Sectors Options 

 
Market Potential Potential Impact at Beneficiary Level 

Horticulture 

Good market potential from 
hotels and supermarkets, Taurus 
supermarket expressed interest in 
local sourcing. 

Significant capacity challenges when 
working with small scale farmers. 
SEED is currently thinking of 
withdrawing from supporting the 
vegetable sector. Better for mid / 
large sized farmers? 

Groundnuts 

Local market and possible market 
to Joint Action Management for 
Plumpy Nut. Groundnuts could 
complement any Cashew nut 
marketing initiative. 

Good potential impact as commonly 
grown by farmers with existing local 
market 

Maize 

Strong local market potential 
where maize is the main dietary 
staple. WFP maybe a potential 
buyer. 

Less appropriate in semi arid areas 
where sorghum and millet are more 
suitable 

Onions 
Local market potential, hotels and 
tourists. Mabote grower 
suggested interest. 

see horticulture 

Milk and milk products 
Tourist and hotel industry, 
possible local markets. 

Taurus supermarkets felt this sector 
was too difficult for small scale 
farmers to address initially. 

Eggs 
Taurus supermarket expressed 
interest in sourcing locally, plus 
tourist industry and local market 

Potential for small scale production 
close to markets 

Sesame 

Previous strong international 
market, Casa Modi report recent 
40% fall in world market price. 
Asia’s demand for sesame grows11 

Freedom from Hunger report as easy 
to grow and process oil 

Bee keeping / honey 
Small but North Inhambane has 
good reputation of quality 
(Inhambane hotelier) 

Small scale but possible for poor to 
produce 

 

                                                           
11

 http://www.irinnews.org/Report.aspx?ReportId=83101 
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9 Key Strengths and Constraints in the Cashew Sub-Sector 
 
Strengths 

1. Cashew has significant production potential in semi arid areas.  

2. Pro-poor crop - the current value chain, especially at the local level, allows vulnerable 

people to quickly and easily sell cashew and receive immediate payment.   

3. Pro-poor crop - timing of production provides a cash income (and food) during the 

hunger gap period of December to February. 

4. Pro-poor crop – easy home based processing option  

5. Low transaction costs (search, monitoring and enforcement) in current value chain – 

buyers and sellers know quality. 

6. Women are significantly involved in collection, processing and sales of processed 

(roasted) nuts to local markets. 

7. Strong local market driven by growing middle class, tourism and travel 

8. Potential organic production in Mabote and Funhalouro with a lower incidence of PMD 

suggested by fieldwork and secondary data. 

9. The Cashew sector has potential for higher value, high quality niche market products 

such as organic, Fair trade and branded goods.  

Constraints 

1. Disorganised / random planting with the mixing of old and new trees that increases costs 

of tree maintenance and harvest collection. 

2. Low productivity per tree due to old trees, minimal pruning and ineffective spraying. 

3. Insufficient volumes to attract large scale traders in Govuro, Inhassoro and Vilankulo.  

4. Long distances to markets and poor road conditions leading to high transport costs from 

Mabote and Funhalouro.  

5. Declining international prices for cashew due to the global economic slowdown. 

6. Relatively fixed exchange rate reducing the competitiveness of exports. 

7. 18% tax on exports. 

8. Many farmers are subsistence orientated and either not commercially oriented or 

sceptical about commercialisation due to previous disappointments. 
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9. Farmers have reduced bargaining power at the factory gate as processor knows they will 

not take RCN back home.  

10. Climate change – seen as negatively affecting 2008/9 crop through heavy rains. 

11. Presentation of product - challenges for local processors in packaging and presenting 

cashew to the middle income domestic and tourist / traveller market segments. 

12. Low price information at the farm level and weak association development (i.e. Womens 

Associations in Mabote). 
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10 Potential Solutions and Interventions for the Cashew Sub 

Sector 
 
The options presented below are not seen as mutual exclusive. Different options can be 

selected and combined.  

 
1 Production support to achieve sufficient quantities to attract traders i.e. achieve 
minimum volumes of 3 to 5 MT at one time in Inhassoro and Govuro and generally boost 
production in Mabote. One option would be to work with / support current government 
initiatives in this area i.e. tree planting, spraying and pruning. A production oriented 
intervention could also look at organising planting in ways that reduce costs of spraying, 
pruning, harvesting and minimise transport costs.  
 
2 Address inefficiency in spraying service delivery. This could include piloting some 

form of private sector provision or working with govt to improve their current village level 

‘contractor’ model.  

3 Linking Farmers to Markets by community level aggregation of RCN and facilitating 
more direct connections to buyers. This option would seek to shorten the supply chain. 
Farmers would be supported to collect RCN, transport and sell RCN to buyers in Gaza, 
Maputo and or Nampula.  
 
4 Creating incentives for quality at the producer level.  
 
This option could include facilitating linkage of farmers to buyers willing to pay a higher price 
for better quality RCN. Madecaju in Gaza are willing to discuss paying extra for better quality 
RCN. This option could be combined with the Linking Farmers to Markets approach 
presented above. 
 
Create a roadside markets with a reputation for high quality cashew. This centre would seek 
to build a reputation for having good quality cashew, similar to that of Xai Xai. 
 
Facilitate linkage of cashew to the local tourist market though hotels, lodges and restaurants.  
   
 
5 Support women and vulnerable groups in processing and sales to local markets. 
Returns to small scale ‘cottage industry’ based processing and sale at roadside or in trading 
centres appear as attractive.  Current volumes are small. Could explore storage and out of 
season sales.  
 
6 Development of a high quality branded product with sale to developed country 
markets. The brand would communicate quality and that the product was produced by 
vulnerable people (form of fair trade business model (i.e. similar to the Devine Chocolate 
business model). 
 
7 Production and marketing of organic cashew in Mabote. Potential use of IPM 
techniques. Suggested lower disease levels in Mabote point to this as an option. Organic 
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cashew seen as having high value, but this is because it is difficult to grow. Tanzania 
produces organic cashew in the south and has a factory that processes organic cashew.  
 
8 Broaden the number of commodities that the project would support and address BDS 
services and supporting farmer’s transition from subsistence to commercialisation.  Aims 
would be a sustainable private sector support unit and higher levels of commercialisation 
among farmers. BDS services could include market information, correct use of input, input 
supply, business advice (tax, business planning). 
 
9 Broaden the number of commodities addressed and focus on an agro enterprise / 
SME style approach. Aim would be to have build farmers commercial capacity and generate 
viable small and medium scale businesses / agri-businesses. Approach would be to work 
with farmer groups to identify market opportunities. Facilitators would then support planning 
and implementation by target groups to meet market opportunities.    
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Table 10: Potential Options for Support to the Cashew Sector in North Inhambane  

 
Option Potential Impact 

Time to 
Impact 

  
Pro-Poor Growth Gender Vulnerability 

 

1 

Production Support through tree 
planting / replacement, includes 
sub option of tree census to 
inform of where trees are and 
their age / condition 

Good - Project could increase 
production in remote, 
marginalised districts.  

Good - potential 
to target women, 
larger scale mate 
farmers are 
current focus 

Good - potential to target 
vulnerable, ‘better off’ 
current focus 

5 to 7 years 

            

2 
Support to Spraying Service 
Delivery 

Good - potential to enhance 
efficiency, production and income 

Good - potential 
to target women, 
activity currently 
male dominated 

Good - potential to enhance 
service to vulnerable, activity 
currently focused on ‘better 
off’. 

3 years 

            

3 

Linking Farmers to Markets by 
community level aggregation of 
RCN and shortening the value 
Chain 

Good if can increase efficiency in 
current value chain 

Medium – 
concern is male 
control of cash, 
crop aggregation 
and transport; 
intervention 
would have to 
address these 
issues 

Medium – concern is small 
scale grower will favour 
convenience and immediacy 
in payment of current 
system, plus may eat all their 
cashew; intervention would 
have to address these issues 

2 years 
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Option Potential Impact 

Time to 
Impact 

  
Pro-Poor Growth Gender Vulnerability 

 

4 
Linkage of farmers to buyers 
willing to pay for better quality 
RCN 

Good - if profit is enhanced for 
small scale producer 

Medium - male 
dominated cash 
crop 

Medium - small scale grower 
will favour convenience and 
immediacy of current system, 
plus may eat all their cashew 

3 years 

            

5 
Establish a Quality Oriented 
Roadside Markets with Premium 
Grade Cashew 

Medium - extra income is likely to 
be small 

Good - women 
are significantly 
involved in 
roadside selling 

Good - some vulnerable 
groups can engage in this 
activity 

1 to 2 years 

            

6 
Support women and vulnerable 
groups in processing and sales to 
local markets 

Medium - extra income is likely to 
be small 

Good - women 
are significantly 
involved in 
roadside selling 

Good - some vulnerable 
groups can engage in this 
activity 

1 to 2 years 

            

7 
Development of a high quality 
branded product with sale to 
developed country markets 

Good - successful business would 
create jobs 

Good - brand 
could focus on 
benefits to 
women 

Good - brand could focus on 
benefits to vulnerable and 
production processes could 
be adapted to include 
vulnerable groups 

> 5 years 
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Option Potential Impact 

Time to 
Impact 

  
Pro-Poor Growth Gender Vulnerability 

 

8 
Production and marketing of 
organic cashew 

Medium - seen as having smaller 
scale potential 

Good - women 
seen as more 
likely to have 
organic product 

Good - vulnerable seen as 
more likely to have organic 
product 

> 5 years 

            

9 
BDS services and supporting 
farmer’s transition from 
subsistence to commercialisation 

Good - broader commodity 
engagement increases probability 
of success, is there sufficient 
demand for these services? 

Good - need to 
have targeted 
approach 

Good - need to have targeted 
approach although private 
sector will tend to move to 
least vulnerable 

Minimum 3 to 
5 years 

            

10 

Agro- enterprise / SME approach – 
work with farmer groups to 
identify and exploit market 
opportunities 

Good - broader commodity 
engagement increases probability 
of success 

Good - need to 
have targeted 
approach 

Good - need to have targeted 
approach again private sector 
will tend to move to least 
vulnerable 

Minimum 3 to 
5 years 

      

11 

Address Storage to take 

advantage of seasonal price 

moves  

Potential to increase returns  

Improved if 

linked to home 

processing  

Loss of income in critical 

period may reduce benefits 

to poor  

2 years  

      

12 
Attract a processor to invest in 
Fuhalouro or Mabote 

Potential to reduce transport cost, 
have better / closer link to farmer 
allowing better price for quality 
with processor supporting grower 
in tree care and replanting. 

Potential to 
target / include 
female header 
household 

Potential to target / include 
vulnerable 

Initial impact 
in 2 years 
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11 Selected Options 
 

Selected Options are now presented (initial analysis then follows below): 
 
1 Linking Farmers to Markets 
 
Options to explore linkage of farmer groups / associations to: 
 

a) District centre i.e. buyers in Mabote or Funhalouro 
b) To site on the main tarmac road 
c) To a processor or a main buyer in Maputo 
d) Invite buyer to village where RCN has been aggregated 

 
This option envisages farmers aggregating product and transporting it to one or more of the 
different locations. Advantages are seen as an increased price to the farmer and potential 
secure supply for the processor. 
 
2 Address Production 
 
This would be phased in to later stages of the project (1 to 2 years after start).  
 
Further research is required to: 
 

a) Explore potential of local level nurseries 
b) How to modify the current spraying system 
c) Potential for intercropping with sesame 
d) Identify incentives for farmers to look after new trees 

 
3 Attract a Local Processor to Invest in either Funhalouro or Mabote. 
 
Next steps are to: 
 

a) Contact potential investors to assess their interest in this idea 
 

Polycaju would be a starting point as they expressed interest in opening a 30 to 
50 MT processing unit. 

 
b) Assess different business models to find what is most appropriate 
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LINKING FARMERS TO MARKETS 
 
Linking Farmer Group to District based Buyer 
 

Table 1Table 11 presents a cost benefit calculation for farmers aggregating RCN at the village 

level, hiring transport and selling RCN at the district town.   
 
Table 11: Cost Benefit Analysis of Linking Farmer Group to District Buyer 

  Met / Kg Met / Kg 

Additional Benefits     

Price Rise (7 Met minus 4 met)   3 

      

Additional Costs     

Transport (1000 Met to rent a 1MT truck with 300 met for fuel) 1.3   

Labour (25 met for 1 day per 80kg RCN) 0.31   

      

    1.6 

      

Net Benefit    1.4 
Source: Study Team Estimates 

 
Assumptions:  
Assume free storage as being in a group member’s house for two to three days. 
Farmers live 20 km from town. Pick-up truck does 10km per litre, fuel costs 40 met / litre. 
Assuming one farm provided 80kg RCN s/he would receive a net benefit of 111 met / 80kg.  
Note: in some locations this option could explore animal drawn carts as a lower cost 
transport option. 
 
Table 12 estimates net benefits from project facilitation of farmer linkage to district buyers. 

Date presented in Table 12 shows that if the project succeeded in facilitating linkage of 

200MT RCN per year the total net benefit would be Euro 6,667 per year potentially shared 
between 2500 farmers, assuming each farmer supplies 80kg of RCN.   
 
Table 12: Estimated Net Benefit and Total Number of Farmers Benefiting 

Potential Project Support (MT) 50 100 200 400 600 

Total Net Benefit (Met)  
         

55,000  
         

110,000  
         

220,000     440,000  
             

660,000  

Total Net Benefit (Euro (I Euro +33 
met)  

           
1,667  

             
3,333  

             
6,667       13,333  

                
20,000  

            

Total No Beneficiaries (assume 80kg 
per farmer) 625 1250 2500 5000 7500 
Source: Study Team Estimates 
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Linking Farmer Group to Site on Tarmac Road 
 

Table 1Table 13 presents a cost benefit calculation for farmers aggregating RCN at the village 

level, hiring transport and selling RCN at a town with a tarmac road. This town would be 
Massinga for RCN from Funhalouro or Mapinhani for RCN from Mabote.   
 
Table 13: Cost Benefit Analysis of Linking Farmer Group to buyer collecting from a Town on a Tarmac Road 

  Met / Kg Met / Kg 

Additional Benefits     

Price Rise (9 Met minus 4 met)   5 

      

Additional Costs     

Transport (1000 met for a 1 mt pick up plus 1120 met for 28 litres of fuel) 2.1   

Labour (25 met for 1 day per 80kg RCN) 0.3125   

Storage (assume 200 met for 1 mt for 1 month) 0.2   

      

    2.6 

      

Net Benefit / Cost   2.4 
Source: Study Team Estimates 

 
Assumptions:  
Farmers live 20 km from town. Pick-up truck does 10km per litre, fuel costs 40 met / litre. 
Assuming one farm provided 80kg RCN s/he would receive an additional net benefit of 191 
met from this 80kg of RCN.  
 
Table 14 estimates net benefits from project facilitation of farmer linkage to road side buyers. 

Date presented in Table 14 shows that if the project succeeded in facilitating linkage of 

200MT RCN per year the total net benefit would be Euro 14,470 per year shared between 
2500 farmers supplying 80kg RCN each.   
 
Table 14: Estimated Net Benefit and Total Number of Farmers Benefiting 

Potential Project Support (MT) 50 100 200 400 600 

Total Net Benefit (Met)  
      

119,375  
         

238,750  
         

477,500  
   

955,000  
          

1,432,500  

Total Net Benefit (Euro)  
           

3,617  
             

7,235  
           

14,470  
     

28,939  
                

43,409  

            

Total No Beneficiaries (assume 80kg 
per farmer) 625 1250 2500 5000 7500 
Source: Study Team Estimates 
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Linking Farmer Group to Buyer in Maputo  
 

Table 1Table 15 presents a cost benefit calculation for farmers aggregating RCN at the village 

level, hiring transport and selling RCN at a buyer in Maputo.   
 
Table 15: Cost Benefit Analysis of Linking Farmer Group to RCN Buyer in Maputo 

  
Met / 
Kg 

Met / 
Kg 

Additional Benefits     

Price Rise (13.5 Met minus 4 met)   9.5 

      

Additional Costs     

Transport (1000 met for a 1 mt pick up plus 1120 met for 28 litres of fuel) + 1.2 met 
per kg for tarmac road section of journey. 3.3   

Labour (25 met for 1 day per 80kg RCN in village plus labour on road of 5 met per 
bag) 0.375   

Storage (assume 200 met for 1 mt for 1 month) 0.2   

Accommodation and communication 0.1   

      

    4.0 

      

Net Benefit / Cost   5.5 
Source: Study Team Estimates 

 
Assumptions:  
Farmers live 20 km from town. Pick-up truck does 10km per litre, fuel costs 40 met / litre. 
Assuming one farm provided 80kg RCN s/he would receive an additional net benefit of 442 
met from the 80kg RCN.  
 
Table 16 estimates net benefits from project facilitation of farmer linkage to district buyer. 

Date presented in Table 16 shows that if the project succeeded in facilitating linkage of 

200MT RCN per year the total net benefit would be Euro 33,485 per year shared between 
2500 farmers.   
 
Table 16: Estimated Net Benefit and Total Number of Farmers Benefiting 

Potential Project Support (MT) 50 100 200 400 600 

Total Net Benefit (Met)  
      

276,250  
         

552,500  
     

1,105,000  
   

2,210,000  
          

3,315,000  

Total Net Benefit (Euro)  
           

8,371  
           

16,742  
           

33,485  
         

66,970  
             

100,455  

      Total No Beneficiaries (assume 80kg 
per farmer) 625 1250 2500 5000 7500 
Source: Study Team Estimates 
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Linking Farmer Group by Aggregating RCN at a Village Level and Inviting a Buyer to 
Collect  
 
Table 17Table 1 presents a cost benefit calculation for farmers aggregating RCN at the village 

level, and inviting a buyer to collect the product.   
 
Table 17: Cost Benefit Analysis of Linking Farmer Group to RCN Buyer in Maputo 

  Met / Kg Met / Kg 

Additional Benefits     

Price Rise (5 Met minus 4 met)   1 

      

Additional Costs     

Labour (25 met for 1 day per 80kg RCN) 0.3125   

Communication (provision for phone calls or visit to town) 0.05   

      

    0.4 

      

Net Benefit / Kg   0.6 
Source: Study Team Estimates 

 
Assuming one farm provided 80kg RCN s/he would receive an additional net benefit of 51 
met for the 80kg RCN.  
 
Table 18 estimates net benefits from project facilitation of farmer linkage to district buyer. 

Date presented in Table 18 shows that if the project succeeded in facilitating linkage of 

200MT RCN per year the total net benefit would be Euro 3,864 per year shared between 
2500 farmers.   
 
Table 18: Estimated Net Benefit and Total Number of Farmers Benefiting 

Potential Project Support (MT) 50 100 200 400 600 

Total Net Benefit (Met)  
         

31,875  
           

63,750  
         

127,500     255,000  
             

382,500  

Total Net Benefit (Euro)  
               

966  
             

1,932  
             

3,864          7,727  
                

11,591  

            

Total No Beneficiaries (assume 80kg 
per farmer) 625 1250 2500 5000 7500 
Source: Study Team Estimates 

 
Initial analysis of linking farmers to markets suggests best returns for linkage to Maputo or to 
a town on by the tarmac road.  
 
ADDRESSING PRODUCTION 
 
Exploring Potential of Local Level Nurseries 
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The study team recommends that the project first assesses INCAJU tree nurseries in the 
target area. During feasibility study fieldwork INCAJU nurseries in Mabote and Funhalouro 
appeared to be producing good quality trees. It is recommended that the project reviews 
working with INCAJU to enhance distribution to the more vulnerable households and 
address care and maintenance of on-farm saplings. This is discussed further under 
incentives for tree care. 
 
How to modify the current spraying system 
 
Achieving an economically viable spraying system for small scale farmers, given current 
constraints of random planting and mixing of old and new trees, is questioned. The study 
team recommends that the project should first explore Integrated Pest Management options 
and interact with the EU STABEX project exploring pest and disease resistant varieties. The 
project should also consider the purchase of old trees (250 met / tree is an estimated cost) 
with re-grafting. Larger scale farmers (>75 trees) are more likely to have more organised 
‘plantation style’ orchards suitable for efficient spray application and are less likely to require 
support to make spraying economically viable.   
 
Potential for intercropping with sesame 
 
Intercropping with sesame (and ground nuts) is seen as a way of increasing incentives for 
tree care. Care of the annual crop would increase the probability of farmers visiting fields 
and addressing tree maintenance issues. Sesame and groundnuts also have potential for 
sale to the same buyers as cashew.    
 
What are the incentives to farmers to look after the trees? 
 
Incentives for trees planted away from living accommodation and without annual crops are 
low. Small scale farmers tend to forget about these trees and fire is more likely to affect 
these semi-abandoned areas.  
 
Options for increasing maintenance are: 
 

 Regular extension visits to orchards with farmers to monitor tree growth 

 Intercropping with sesame or groundnuts 

 Guaranteed purchase arrangements with farmers 
 
Extension visits could be timed to coincide with periods of high risk to trees. Given the large 
distances to be covered extensionist transport costs need to be analysed along with 
expected numbers of farmers visited per day.    
 
The feasibility of a guaranteed purchase arrangement with the project is questioned due to 
the time scales involved. It is an area that could be explored with private sector buyers. 
However, enforcement of such a guarantee may be difficult.   
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Recommendations for Collaboration with Technoserve – with Proposed 

Management Arrangements  

 
It is proposed that Technoserve will continue to be involved in the refinement of the above 
options as the proposal is finalised.  
 
It is anticipated that the eventual project will have a manager who will interact with 
Technoserve at a Maxixe and Maputo level. Technoserve are seen as having valuable 
contacts with buyers and processors that will help develop and implement the proposed 
project. This will be particularly valuable to linking farmers to markets and in the search for 
an investor in local level processing in Funhalouro or Mabote. It is recognised, at this stage, 
that the scale of processor may not match Technoserves favoured model of processing of 
between 500 and 1,000 MT per year. It is anticipated that lower volume processing models 
will need to be assessed given current production and marketing levels in the target areas.  

Methodology to ensure the inclusion of vulnerable households, 

including female headed households and people living with HIV/AIDS 

The project will target communities with high proportions of female headed households, child 
headed households and grandparent headed households. 
 
Project implementation will need to constantly emphasise inclusion of vulnerable 
households. This is particularly important when working with government extension and 
INCAJU. Feasibility study field work showed that Government extension and INCAJU are 
better connected to larger scale growers. The project will have to emphasis inclusion of 
vulnerable people when groups/associations are formed to link to buyers, when trees are 
being distributed, when intercropping is being planned and when local processing is being 
designed and implemented. This will need to be a constant theme of the projects day to day 
activities. 

Demonstrated Complementarily with SEED program 

The Cashew Project can be managed by a deputy program manager that would form a unit 
alongside the SEED program (Annex 4).  
 
Possible complementarily could exist between the proposed Cashew Project and business 
support currently engaged in by SEED. Linkage to Savings and Credit activities may be 
possible. Synergies and complementarities will need to be drawn out during the proposal 
writing process.   
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Annex 1. Terms of Reference 

Feasibility study and proposal development 

Cashew and/or other cash crop in northern Inhambane 

1. Background 
CARE Mozambique is currently implementing a program in northern Inhambane with 

financing from Canadian CIDA over a period of seven years. The aim of the Sustainable and 

Effective Development (SEED) project is to increase access of poor households to and their 

control over a diversified portfolio of farm and non-farm income generating activities which 

are commercially- and environmentally sustainable. The project commenced on 27th January 

2006 for a period of 7 years with CIDA funding of CAD 7,500,000 through December 2012. 

With interest expressed by the Irish Embassy in Mozambique, CARE proposes to launch a 

feasibility study to assess small-holder production, processing and access to markets of 

cashew and/or another cash crop that is already being produced at a local level and which 

could potentially expand significantly with appropriate technical assistance in local 

production, processing and marketing mechanisms in Inhambane. 

The study is considered to be the first phase of a program that has as its final aim to 

increase farmer income through great local production and marketing of local products. The 

feasibility study will lead into the development of a complementary program or component to 

the CIDA-funded SEED project with the final aim to increase income of local farm holders in 

northern Inhambane. 

CARE has been working in this province since the early 1990’s and has established a strong 

sense of credibility in agricultural, water and savings and loan programs as well as in 

governance. Building upon this experience, the SEED program was designed and is in its 

third year of implementation. A major focus of the program is to identify and develop value 

chains for local products which now include handicraft, cattle and vegetable production. 

The program is now looking at expanding its activities into the cashew sub-sector. 

Preliminary assessments have demonstrated that there is an opportunity to engage with 

small scale producers particularly since Technoserve (funded by Irish Aid and based in 

Inhambane) is working at the processor level of the cashew value chain. This feasibility 

study will evaluate the potential to promote pro-poor growth through complementary 

interventions mainly at the producer and trader level. The feasibility study will adopt a value-

chain approach with a focus on targeting vulnerable households. Furthermore, the proposed 

feasibility study for cashew is expected to identify 1-2 other locally appropriate products that 

have marketing potential for farmers in the districts of Mabote, Inhassoro, Govuro and 

Vilankulo. 

2. Objectives 
III. Determine the feasibility and options for interventions to support pro-poor growth in the 

cashew sub-sector and identify 1-2 other potential sub-sectors for interventions in 
northern Inhambane (including Funhaloro district).  
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IV. Identify key issues and a methodology to ensure the inclusion of vulnerable 
households, including female headed households and people living with HIV/AIDS 

V. Develop a proposal for funding through Irish Aid for interventions in the cashew sector 
or another sector according to the outcome of the feasibility study 

 

3. Methodology 
A three step approach should be applied: 

a) Feasibility study for cashew and other potential sub sector interventions  
b) Workshop between consultant(s), Irish Aid and CARE to determine the best option for a 

proposal 
c) Proposal development to submission stage (in cooperation with CARE) 
 

a) Feasibility study yielding various options 
The feasibility study is expected to include the following: 

 Conduct market research including secondary data review, key informant and in 
depth interviews, market observation, focus group discussions at producer level and 
stakeholder meetings 

 Present recommendations on methods for collaboration with Technoserve and 
propose management arrangements to ensure on-going complementarity between 
the two interventions. 

 Include an evaluation of fair trade and organic products markets in the market 
research 

 Map the stakeholders involved in the respective sub-sector 
 Review key donor interests in this geographic area, their plans and projections for 

investment in the area including other sub sectors 
 Determine key strength and constraints in the cashew sub-sector 
 Identify solutions and potential interventions for the sub sector 
 Outline the potential impact of the different options on the target population with 

specific reference to gender and vulnerability (i.e. what group of people will be 
reached with what expected impact) 

 Present potential other sub sectors (1-2) for intervention after rapid sub sector 
assessments 

 

b) Workshop 
The results of the feasibility study are expected to be presented to Irish Aid and CARE in a 

one day workshop. 

Following the presentation Irish Aid and CARE will decide which option(s) will be included in 

the proposal development. 

 

c) Proposal Development 
 Develop a component proposal that demonstrates clear complementarily to the 

existing SEED program while ensuring that the intervention(s) do not either impede 
or reduce the potential impact of SEED either through increased management 
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burden or deviation from planned program activities currently being undertaken by 
SEED 

 Ensure the proposed interventions follow market development design principles12 and 

CARE programming principles and Irish Aid guidelines. 
 Review draft component proposal with CARE and Irish Aid prior to discussion with 

CIDA to incorporate feedback, revisions and alterations. 
 Review proposal with government, NGO and private sector partners as well as those 

that have been identified that may provide technical assistance through various 
stages of the program. 

 Finalize program working document including full logframe, staffing structure to 
ensure effective management, budget at approximately EURO 400,000 per year. 

 

4. Outputs/Deliverables 
 

I. Feasibility study including 
 Market research results 
 Constraints, strengths, potential solutions and interventions for cashew sub-

sector 
 Potential impact of interventions with respect to pro-poor growth, gender and 

vulnerability 
 Additional subsectors identified and their potential for interventions 

 

II. Program component proposal 
 Full proposal following Irish Aid guidelines and including 

Background, Problem statement (rationale), Goals and Objectives, Target 

(final) value chain to be achieved, Activities, Approach and phasing, Partners 

and their roles, Information sharing and coordination with partners, 

Sustainability including exit strategy, Gender, HIV/AIDS, Environmental 

aspects, Staffing structure, Complementarily with other SEED activities and 

Budget. 

 The proposal should also include detailed methodologies of how to increase 
productivity and overall production of the crop. 

 The proposal will also include a logframe (including indicators and 
assumptions), an implementation plan (gantt chart) and a detailed budget (in 
Excel) 

 

5. Proposed timeframe 

                                                           
12

 

a) Significant, pro-poor impact, 
b) Tailored, demand driven 
c) Sustainable (viability of value chain and responsiveness of market system, social and environmental aspects) 
d) Develop market systems (focus beyond targeted business) 
e) Stimulate market take up and demonstration effects (potential for scale up) 
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Feasibility study: finalized and presented by Feb 20th 2009 

Workshop:  Feb 24th 2009 

Feedback  on proposed interventions by Mar 2nd 2009 

Proposal:  finalized by Mar 27th 2009 

 

The proposed initiative will be planned for a period of four years (2009-2013). However, 

given that Irish Aid is not able to make a concrete commitment beyond the initial two years at 

this time it is important to develop a two year workplan that allows for the achievement of 

specific short term targets and that considers an exit strategy after 2 years. 
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Annex 2. Fieldwork Record 

Date Location Activity 

12-Feb Lusaka Background reading, set up initial contacts 

17-Feb Maputo Travel to Maputo 

18-Feb Maputo Team and client meeting, Meet Technoserve (Sunil), Irish Aid and SNV 

19-Feb Maputo 
Meeting with CIDA, IPEX, Min of Commerce and Industry, Technoserve 
(M. Rose) 

20-Feb Maputo Meeting with INCAJU, CARE HIV specialist, OLAM and Export Trader 

21-Feb Maputo Market and supermarket visits, meetings with Polycaju and Bera trader 

22-Feb Vilankulo Travel to Vilankulo 

23-Feb Vilankulo 
Briefing with CARE, Fieldwork Planning, Team Meeting with CARE 
Counterpart 

24-Feb Govuro 
Meeting with DDA, cashew farmers (x4) and women selling cashew at 
roadside 

25-Feb Inhassoro 
Meeting with DDA, cashew farmers (x3) and District Agricultural Extension 
leader 

26-Feb Mabote 
Meeting with DDA, Small scale traders, Farmer, Women Processor 
Associations, INGC and Freedom from Hunger 

27-Feb Mabote 
Meeting with farmers (x2), small scale traders and District Agricultural 
Officer 

28-Feb Vilankulo Report Writing 

01-Mar Vilankulo   

02-Mar Funhalouro Meetings with INCAJU rep, traders (x3) and farmers (x4) 

03-Mar 
Munumbeni 
and Maxixe 

Meeting with DDA Munumbeni, Nuro Nala Manager of Anacardia LDA 
Processing plant, Technoserve (M Rose, Sunil) 

04-Mar 
Jangamo and 
Inhambane 

Meeting with Provincial Director for Ag Extension, SNV, Traders (x4) in 
Jangamo, visit General Trading’s dis-used processing plant in Jangamo 

05-Mar Inhambane 
Meeting with Taurus supermarket and Traders in Homoine and 
Morrumbene 

06-Mar Vilankulo Report Writing and Workshop Preparation 

07-Mar Vilankulo Report Writing and Workshop Preparation 

08-Mar Vilankulo   

09-Mar Vilankulo Feedback Workshop 

10-Mar Maputo Report Writing 

11-Mar Maputo Travel to Lusaka 
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Annex 3. List of Key Stakeholders and Interviewees 

 

Name  Organisation  Location Position E-mail Telephone 

Rachel Waterhouse IA Maputo 
Economic Development 
Specialist 

Rachel.Waterho
use@dfa.ie  

 

Brendan Kelly IA Maputo PSD advisor 
Brendan.Kelly@

dfa.ie  824024434 

Andreas Pheman  CARE Vilankulo Project coordinator 
andreas@carevi

la.org.mz 825367934 

Margaret Rose Technoserve Maxixe Project Coordinator 
margareterose

@gmail.com  82 3009725 

Sunil Dahiya Technoserve 
Maxixe - 
Inhambane Business advisor 

sunildahiya@td
m.co.mz 

 

Colm O´Reilly  SNV Nampula Cashew Advisor 
co'reilly@snvwo

rld.org 82 7799890 

Filomena Maiope National Director of Incaju  Maputo 
   Sr. Mussa Cassam 

Mussa  MCM lda   Gaza Cashew factory owner 
 

823017100 

Sr. Eduardo Manhiça Edsil Lda.  Inhambane Cashew factory owner 
 

825185489 

Sr. Alvaro Martins de Sá 
Souto Leopoldino Madecajú  Gaza  Cashew factory owner 

 
823916520 

Alberto Silva CIDA Maputo 
Responsible for SEED project at 
Program Support Unit 

alberto@cida-
psu.com  

 tel: 82 9111110 / 82 
3283670 

Laurens Van Oeijen SNV Maputo 
Advisor in Value Chain 
Development 

lvanoeijen@snv
world.org  82 5368005 

Kristjan Suurna  SNV Maputo Portfolio Coordinator 
ksuurna@snvwo

rld.org  tel: 823193840 

Mr Ujjwal OLAM Maputo Director 
 

823145600 

Mr Khan Into Africa Maputo Contact when in Inhambane 
 

826700620 

Jatin Modi Exporter to India Maputo Director 
 

82 6010280 

Graham Ford Organic / FairTrade 
Inhambane / 
S Africa 

  

842650274 / + 27 349 
521615 

Maria Antonia Silva BCI Maputo Inventory Financing for Cashew 
 

82 4636110 

mailto:Rachel.Waterhouse@dfa.ie
mailto:Rachel.Waterhouse@dfa.ie
mailto:Brendan.Kelly@dfa.ie
mailto:Brendan.Kelly@dfa.ie
mailto:andreas@carevila.org.mz
mailto:andreas@carevila.org.mz
mailto:margareterose@gmail.com
mailto:margareterose@gmail.com
mailto:sunildahiya@tdm.co.mz
mailto:sunildahiya@tdm.co.mz
mailto:alberto@cida-psu.com
mailto:alberto@cida-psu.com
mailto:lvanoeijen@snvworld.org
mailto:lvanoeijen@snvworld.org
mailto:ksuurna@snvworld.org 
mailto:ksuurna@snvworld.org 
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Name  Organisation  Location Position E-mail Telephone 

Luis Xavier Junior  INCAJU Maputo Technical department head  
luisxav@incaju.

co.mz 

 tel:+258 21 417723 / 
82 315 4150 

Gabriel Jose Muianga  
Ministry of Industry and 
Commerce - Directorate of Trade Maputo 

Chief of Markets and Agriculture 
Commercialization 

gmuianga@mic.
gov.mz  

tel: +258 21 352695 
cel: 82 4064340 

Sananda Gomez GTZ Maputo 
  

823034002 

Mahomed Kassam Polycaju - Universal Commercial  Maputo Director General 
unicola02@hot

mail.com  82 723 4130 

Lucilia Santos IPEX Maputo 
 

lsantos@ipex.go
v.mz 

 

Faustino Rodrigues Department for Standards Maputo 
 

frodrigues@mic.
gov.mz 82 2290590 

Mr Adbul Sulimane Trader 
Gaza - 
Chibuto Local Trader 

 
82 307 7900 

Nuro Mussa Cassamo 
Nala Processor 

Murrumban
e Manager 

 
82 5648384 

Jaime Chiszico 
INCAJU Provincial Director 
Inhambane Inhambane Provincial Director 

 
82 8178760 

Joan Ewadaba INGC Inhambane 
  

84 3030306 

Beatrix Costa INGC Maputo 
  

82 8064620 

Hildi Schatti Freedom from Hunger Vilankulo 
  

82 6523400 

Xen Dippenaar Taurus Supermarket Inhambane Director 
 

82 0463490 

 
 

Annex 4  Organogram for Cashew Support Project 

 

mailto:luisxav@incaju.co.mz
mailto:luisxav@incaju.co.mz
mailto:luisxav@incaju.co.mz
mailto:gmuianga@mic.gov.mz
mailto:gmuianga@mic.gov.mz
mailto:unicola02@hotmail.com
mailto:unicola02@hotmail.com
mailto:lsantos@ipex.gov.mz
mailto:lsantos@ipex.gov.mz
mailto:frodrigues@mic.gov.mz
mailto:frodrigues@mic.gov.mz
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Project Manager 

(Intl) 

Deputy Project 

Manager 

Recruited  (intl) 

SrEx – technical 

Arts and crafts 

SrEx - technical 

Livestock 

Extensionist 

Area focus, Mabote 

Extensionist 

Area focus, Mabote 

Commercialization 

VSO – Business 

Development 

vacant 

Project Officer, 

Gender and HIV 

mainstreaming 

Extensionist 

Smallstock 

M&E Officer 

SrEx - technical 

Smallstock 

Extensionist 

Vilankulo 

vacant 

Extensionist 

Area focus, Govuro 

Deputy Project 

Manager VSLA, 

finance 

Extensionist VSLA 

Govuro 

Extensionist VSLA 

Inhassoro 

Extensionist VSLA 

Vilankulo (rural) 

Extensionist VSLA 

Mabote 

Total staff 39 

Direct program 35 

Staff before Apr 09 27 

  

 

Extensionist 

Mabote 

Deputy Project 

Manager Cashew 

Operations Assistant 

vacant 

4 Drivers 

Sr Extensionist 

Funhaloro, Mabote 

technical 

Sr Extensionist 

Vil, Inh, Gov, 

Commercialization 
Extensionist 

Mabote 

Extensionist 

Mabote 

Extensionist 

Funhaloro 

Extensionist 

Vilankulo 

Marketing 
Extensionist 

Govuro, Inhassoro 

Extensionist 

Funhaloro 

Extensionist 

Area focus, 

Funhaloro 

Extensionist 

Area focus, Inhassoro 

Project Officer 

HIV/AIDS 

mainstreaming 

(peace corps) vacant 

 

Data Entry Clerk 

 

New positions next year Existing positions Extensionist VSLA 

Vilankulo (urban) 

 

Sr Ex –  

Ent.. Dev. 

vacant 

 


